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music users--public service as well as
technical service.
If you have ideas how
we can implement this goal, please let me
or another Board member know; we would
be glad to hear from you.
At the close of our recent Milwaukee
meeting another significant change took
place. Glenn Patton, our OCLC liaison for
several years stepped down from that role
(due to a promotion and new assignment at
OCLC), and Joan Schuitema, former MOUG
Vice-Chair and now an OCLC staff member
in Glenn's section, took over the position
of liaison . We wish Glenn well in his new
managerial duties, and we sincerely thank
him for his many efforts on behalf of
MOUG.
We welcome Joan in her new
capacity, particularly since we have all
seen past evidence of having a strong
supporter of MOUG on the staff at OCLC.
The next few years should be exciting

FROM THE CHAIR
It is with great pleasure that I greet
I also
you as the new Chair of MOUG.
welcome as my colleagues the other new
members of the Executive Board: Don
Hixon, Ann McCollough, Pam Juengling,
and Dean Corwin.
I am looking forward
to working with them to assist you, our
membership, in your use of OCLC products
and services.
The new officers have
inherited an organization which is strong
in reputation, in membership, and in
finances.
This is due largely to the
efforts of our immediate past officers:
Joan Swanekamp, Sue Stancu, Judy Weidow,
and Don Hixon. We are grateful for their
accomplishments, but we cannot rest on
their laurels.
We must continue to work
toward our goal of expanding MOUG's
membership to encompass a wide variety of
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times at OCLC, with the implementation of
the Oxford Project changes.
This issue of the newsletter has a
of
new
look,
reflecting
the change
editorship
from
Sue Stancu to
Ann
McCollough.
(We should note that this is
the first issue of the newsletter ever to
be produced anywhere other than the

Indiana University Music Library!) In this
issue you will find the first installment of
summaries of sessions at the Milwaukee
meeting.
Thanks to Sue Stancu, Pam
Juengling, Mary Russell, Karen Dean, and
Stephen
Wright
for
preparing
these
summaries.
Tim Robson
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FINANCIAL REPORT

SUMMARY
MEETING

OF

THE

1986

ANNUAL

4th Quarter 1985
Balance end of 3rd quarter

The annual meeting of the Music
OCLC Users Group took place February
10-11, 1986 at the Hyatt Regency Hotel in
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Additional session
summaries will be printed in the next
newsletter.

2631.77

Income 1st quarter:
Memberships ( 1985)
65.00
Memberships (1986) 2075.00
115.29
Back issues
Interest
43.00
TOTAL INCOME
2298.29

PLENARY SESSION I
The first plenary session was devoted
to news from OCLC, presented by OCLC
staff members Glenn Patton (Manager,
System Support and Training Section), Joan
Schuitema (System Support and Training
Specialist), and Jay Weitz (Quality Control
Librarian, Online Data Quality Control
Section)
Glenn Patton began by reviewing
Shortly after
events of the past year.
MOUG's
annual
meeting,
the
music
publisher number index was made available,
and a total reindexing of the file was
accomplished this past December to make
searching more efficient.
About 67,000
searches using the MPN index were done
during the month of January.
In late
summer changes to screen displays and
truncated displays in the name authority
file were implemented.
Last fall saw the
release of a new version of the Cataloging
Micro Enhancer which includes use of all
search keys, downloading of workforms and
download using the save screen function .
AMLG's retrospective conversion project
involving the music libraries at Eastman ,
and
Berkeley was
Indiana University,
begun.
Converted
records
will
be
exchanged between OCLC and RLIN.
In December the LC MARC tapes for
music were loaded. The tapes consisted of
approximately 8,500 records, complete since
April 1984. OCLC is one or two months
behind in loading the monthly tapes
because the next tape following the initial
load was damaged. Tapes cannot be loaded
out of sequence, and at this time OCLC is
waiting for a replacement. Use of the LC
MARC music records will be monitored
through holdings symbol reports.
During the next few months new
editions of both the Scores and Sound

Expenditures 4th quarter
Meeting (Milwaukee)
Phone
Newsletter no. 28
374.39
Back issue postage
.!.1M
386.02
Supplies (labels)
Stamps
Total expenditures 4th quarter
Balance end of 4th quarter

4.85
386.02
20.06
98.80
509.73
4420.33

1985 ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORT
3775.43

Balance end of 1984
Income:
Memberships
Annual meeting
Interest
Back issues
Total income 1985

4260.00
2859.40
244.41
160.61
7524.42

7524.42

Expenditures:
2829.66
Annual meeting
1693.31
Board meeting
Meeting (Milwaukee)
4.85
phone
Newsletter
2088.22
(no. 24-28)
77.63
Back issues
General
ill...B2
6879.52
Total expenditures

6879.52

Balance end of 1985

4420.33
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features
that
will
enhance
searching
capability will include Boolean operators,
new qualifiers, and increased limits on the
number of records retrieved.
The current
derived search keys will remain as they
are now used.
Help screens will be
introduced, as well as menu structures to ·
provide better support for the occasional
user.
Newly designed error messages will
give
more
specific
information.
Improvements in data manipulation will
provide
the
capability
for
full
screen/record editing -- it will no longer
be necessary to edit and send field by
field. Limitations on record size and field
length will be eliminated. Users will have
the ability to display information from two
different sources (a bibliographic record
and an authority record, for instance) at
the same time, and to transfer data from
one to the other. The MARC format for
holdings and locations will be implemented ,
providing for the creation of local holdings
information for all kinds of materials.
Installation of the redesigned system
will take place in two phases, the first
probably at the end of 1986.
Retraining
for users will be required.
A special
edition of the OCLC Newsletter, due to
come out soon, provides a more complete
explanation of the Oxford Project.
Joan Schuitema explained the Linked
Systems Project (LSP) and its potential
benefits for OCLC users.
The project
formally began in 1980, with funding from
the Council on Library Resources for the
purpose of developing and implementing
computer-to-computer
links
between
systems that would enable the online
Initial
exchange of bibliographic data.
participants included LC, RLIN, and WLN .
OCLC has been an observer in the project
from the beginning, and in February 1984,
agreed to implement the LSP protocol and
participate in the first phase of LSP, the
Authorities phase.
Ms. Schuitema gave a brief technical
overview of the development and design of
the
telecommunications protocols which
will make possible the communication link
Both record
between different databases.
transfer and information retrieval among
systems will be possible.
Although the
first practical application of the project

Recordings formats will be issued, in
addition to revised pages for Bibliographic
Input Standards.
OCLC's documentation
department is attempting to revise all
format documents before the advent of the
Oxford Project, which will necessitate a
rewriting of all user manuals.
Patton then gave an overview of
OCLC's Oxford Project.
The project was
initiated in order to bring the online
system up to date with current technology
and to provide greater flexibility in the
areas of hardware, programming, database
structure,
equipment
configuration
and
telecommunications. OCLC looks upon the
change as a matter of responsibility to its
users. The new system will better address
needs of users, respond to the information
demands of the 1980's and beyond, serve
more and increasingly diversified users,
provide the ability to utilize technological
advances (such as compact disk or optical
disk storage), be device independent and
vendor independent, and utilize staff and
monetary resources more efficiently.
The
Oxford
Project
involves
a
complete redesign and reimplementation of
the entire online system and will provide
for an improved development environment
at OCLC, improved operations and database
environments that will allow for 24 hour
per
day
availability of
the
system,
prototyping capabilities to facilitate the
design of screen displays, for example, and
support
and
maintenance
of
present
products such as catalog cards, tapes,
acquisitions lists and serials union listing
capabilities.
Serials
control
and
acquisitions systems will eventually be
replaced with stand-alone, microcomputerbased systems.
The development of the project has
been guided by a Corporate Systems Task
force, and within the project by a Project
Manager, Product Manager, Design Teams
(responsible for various aspects of the
system), and Advisory committees who
have collected OCLC member input from
the Users Council, subsystem advisory
committees, networks, and user groups
such as MOUG, etc.
Flexibility and an emphasis on natural
workflow have been of primary importance
in the design of the new system.
New
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will be to continue the effort to build a
national authority file using LC's Name
Authority Cooperative (NACO) Project as
its basis, the communications protocols will
someday be able to support other library
applications such as ILL and document
delivery.
In the ultimate linked system then, a
user could search the RLIN database, for
example, using an OCLC terminal and
OCLC search procedures.
The OCLC
search
would
be
translated
into
an
intersystem language and transmitted to
RLIN where it then would be translated
into an RLIN search. The results of the
search would be sent back to OCLC in the
US MARC communications format and
would display in the OCLC screen display
format.
Currently, NACO participants submit
authority
records
to
LC
on
paper
worksheets which are then checked against
LC's online system to avoid duplication,
and converted into machine-readable form
by the MARC Editorial
Division.
Implementation of the Authorities phase of
LSP will mean that NACO libraries can use
their own network system to create and
Those
edit authority records online.
records will be based on a copy of the
master file housed at LC which will be
updated daily.
At LC, the records will
undergo validation checks, and if passed,
added to the master authority file to be
returned,
through
the
link,
to
the
networks to update their copies of the
file.
This online transfer replaces the
current tape distribution in which as much
as two months may elapse between record
creation and its availability in the network
files.
OCLC NACO participants will be able
to access OCLC's LSP database (a separate
authority file from that available in the
online system) through any OCLC terminal.
Through the use of software that was
developed from the LS/2000 authorities
component, expanded search capabilities
and other enhancements will be provided
in the LSP database: 1) a menu driven
system which is highly prompted, 2) two
subsystems,
retrieval
and
authority
maintenance to support the add/edit and
review functions, 3) instead of derived

search keys, users will input text strings
of up to 64 characters, 4) indexing of
additional subfields (a, q, b, c, and d of
fields 100, 400, and 500, and subfield t,
and all subfields following, in fields I xx,
4xx and 5xx) which will provide the means
to search uniform titles in name/uniform
title headings, and 5) limits on the number
of records retrieved by a search will be
eliminated.
Initially, only NACO libraries who are
OCLC participants will be involved in the
creation and editing of authority records.
LC has chosen Indiana University as
OCLC's first participant, and LC will
decide who the next participants will be
and when they will be allowed to come
online.
The
implementation
of the
LSP
authorities
phase
may
have
positive
implications for MOUG's REMUS Project.
The REMUS group is currently considered
to be the equivalent of one NACO
participant, and once all the members have
received their NACO trammg and a
workflow has been established, there is a
possibility that the group could achieve
NACO LSP status.
The ability to create
and edit authority records online would
provide music catalogers not only with a
much larger volume of authority records,
but also with the ability to correct
headings in a timely fashion.
All OCLC users will benefit from the
process even though they may not have
direct access to the LSP database.
Two
OCLC staff members, Jay Weitz and Ms.
Schuitema, have received NACO training at
the Library of Congress, and LC has
granted OCLC full NACO status as of
September 23, 1985, enabling OCLC staff
to provide the necessary support for users
and the system alike.
More importantly,
OCLC will be able to report change
requests for name authority records to LC.
Many of the changes that users send to
OCLC will now be able to be handled
directly via the LSP link rather than by
the paper process OCLC currently uses.
The speed with which new headings and
corrections can be generated will also he
reflected in the online system's version of
the NAF.
OCLC's implementation schedule is
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control on the part of music users,
especially when one considers that music
records make up only about five percent
of the database.
One of the effects of the Enhance
project has been to reduce the number of
change requests that OCLC has to deal
with. Since 1980, the number received has
been cut in half from approximately 60,000
to 30,000. The Enhance libraries are also
the source of the majority of duplicate
record
reports.
OCLC
is accepting
duplicate reports from Enhance libraries in
the formats in which they are authorized
to Enhance. Approximately 4,000 to 5,000
records per month in all formats are
merged.
Another effect is the generation of
name authority change requests.
Although
at the present time OCLC cannot deal with
these requests directly, they are forwarded
to LC for consideration.
The Library of
Congress has told OCLC that its Online
Data Quality Control Section is also the
LC name authority quality control as well,
because so many of the change requests
come from OCLC users.
Many people have been curious about
what
effect
the
universal
upgrade
capability will have on Enhance.
Because
only about 22 percent of the total music
portion of the database is capable of being
upgraded, it was anticipated that the
impact would be very small.
OCLC
recently
distributed
a
questionnaire to current Enhance libraries
to gather opinions on what the future of
Enhance should be.
Enhance sharing
sessions have been held at ALA last
summer and at the mid-winter meeting.
Similar sessions are planned for the future
so that Enhance libraries can get together
to
discuss
problems
and
work
out
solutions.
OCLC is still looking for more public
libraries
to
apply
for
Enhance
authorization.
They are also seeking
libraries with special projects, such as
retrospective conversion projects.
Ohio
State is the first library to be authorized
for
a
particular
project
only,
their
American fiction project, 1901-1925.
A
fourth round for Enhance applications is
probable, but its exact scope has not yet

dependent upon the test time available at
both OCLC and LC, as well as the testing
itself. RLIN is currently accepting records
distributed from LC and plans to have
contribution up and running perhaps as
early as April. WLN will begin testing in
early spring of 1986.
Jay Weitz reported on the Enhance
project. Its purpose was to allow specially
selected and authorized libraries to add
and correct data in bibliographic records,
and to replace those records in the online
union
catalog.
There
were
certain
restnctJOns
to the Enhance capability.
Bibliographic record levels I, K, L, J, 0,
and 7, are
or will be available for
upgrade by Enhance libraries in the Books,
Scores, Sound Recordings, A- V, Maps, and
MRDF formats.
Records in the Serials or
Archives and Manuscripts Control formats
will not be included in the Enhance
project. Enhance was supposed to improve
the usefulness of records and to distribute
the quality control function of the ODQCA
staff at OCLC, reduce the number of
change requests, and decrease the lag time
between the detection and the correction
of errors in the online system.
The
Enhance
project
was
first
proposed to users in 1973, and the
capability was installed in December 1983.
The first training occurred at OCLC in
June 1984, with approximately two dozen
libraries.
A second round was conducted
in the spring of 1985, which included the
first
libraries
authorized
to
Enhance
records in the A- V format.
Training
programs for the third round were just
completed in December and January and
included the first MRDF and Maps formats
libraries.
There are now 43 libraries authorized
to Enhance in the Books format, 13 in
Scores format, 8 in Sound Recordings, 8 in
A- V, 2 in Maps, and 3 in MRDF. Monthly
activity up until the most recent training
session
has
averaged 4,000 to
5,000
Enhance replaces per month.
The total
number of enhanced records in all formats
as of the end of January was 86,372.
Close to 20,000 of them are in the music
formats, which is about one quarter of the
These figures
total Enhance activity.
illustrate a strong commitment to quality
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been determined. Monitoring of the third
round of Enhance libraries is continuing at
this time.

manuscript, and other access points.
Fling mentioned plans for a sound
recordings acquisitions listing, and indexes
for choral performance and orchestral
performance materials using dBaselll. The
performance material databases could be
sorted by numerous factors such as number
of
soloist,
voice
parts,
and
type
instrumentation, accompaniment, date of
composition, and date of last performance,
as well as the more usual access points.
The different sort options would produce
valuable
ready-reference
listings
which
could be distributed to choral faculty and
conducting students to assist them with
programming.
Also, inventory information
(parts missing, etc.) could be a part of
these databases.
Fling noted that he had just received
PBS software which allows records to be
downloaded from a utility and reformatted
in any way. This process would be ideal
for producing a recent acquisitions list.
He has also been involved in developing a
series of in-house bibliographic instruction
programs
to
be
used
on
Apple
Microcomputers.
To
conclude,
Michael
gave
a
of
a
prototype
choral
demonstration
performance
material
database
and
answered
related
questions.
The
complicated chain of search requirements
(SAB, soprano and bass soloists, more than
50 available copies, not performed in the
last 5 years, etc.) resulted in a successful
"hit," gtvmg concrete evidence of the
practicality of the program and proving
most impressive to those present.
From
questions
and
comments
expressed by the participants, it was
evident that many music libraries are
beginning
to
explore
the
various
microcomputer possibilities of their M300s.
Mary Russell
Middlebury College

Sue Ellen Stancu
Indiana University

M-300-COMPA TIBLE MICRO-COMPUTER
SOFTWARE FOR MUSIC
Michael Fling led a small group
presentation
of
M-300-compatible
microcomputer software for music, citing
his experiences with various software
packages in the Indiana University Music
Library.
Most
libraries
do
some
word
processing with their M-300s and Wordstar
seems to be most commonly used.
Fling
pointed out that Volkswriter, another
brand of word processing software, can
provide diacritics whereas Wordstar can
not.
Lotus 1-2-3, a spreadsheet calculator,
is useful for managing cataloging and
circulation statistics, as well as reducing
the amount of time spent with complicated
Michael cited an
student p~yroll data.
example of a payroll preparation which
took two days manually or three hours
using Lotus.
Also, he pointed out that
I.U. has loaded the RLG Conspectus onto
Lotus, as well as a collection shelflist.
This online shelflist can be a useful
collection development aid, as it allows a
quick overview by classification number.
For
managing
larger
databases,
dBaselll can be useful. Fling spoke about
using dBaselll for manipulating recent
acquisition data, as it allows for subject
searching.
dBaselll also works well for
reserve collection circulation for libraries
without an online system.
A printed
listing of reserve materials by course,
professor, call number, author, and title
can be produced from a single entry.
Other successful uses of dBaselll
include
listing
uncataloged
backlog
materials, especially microfilms of music
manuscripts.
This is useful for early
music researchers because it allows sorting
by
shelf
number,
popular
name of

PROBLEM SHARING (3 pm)
The discussion, led by Rarbara Strauss of
the University of Wisconsin-Madison , was
mainly concerned with the effect of the
newly-available LC MARC music records on
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THE USE OF 045, 048, ETC. FIELDS

library staffing and workflow.
Now that
these
records
are
available, · library
administrators
may
expect
technical
services departments to accelerate their
processing of music materials and make
greater use of clerical and paraprofessional
staff.
Some of those present felt that
clerical employees could easily handle LC
MARC music records; it was suggested that
some authority work could be reduced or
Others felt that there were
eliminated.
too many problems with LC MARC records
to entrust them entirely to clerical staff;
some of the problems cited included lack
of analytics and incomplete or mtssmg
"Accomp mat," 041, 045, and call number
fields.
Music librarians may have to
educate administrators about the need to
adjust LC MARC music records locally.
It was noted that the effect of LC
MARC on a music cataloging staff will
depend on whether the staff is highly
stratified (with many levels of employees,
each dealing
with specific levels of
cataloging difficulty) or simple (with a few
levels, each handling a wide variety of
tasks). The group also discussed the skills
that a clerical employee would need to
There
handle LC MARC music records.
was gener~l agreement that one of the
most important is the ability of distinguish
manifestations such as full score, vocal
miniature
score,
parts,
etc.
score,
However, state laws may make it difficult
for public institutions to require a music
background for clerical level positions.
The overall utility of LC MARC music
records was debated; many felt that the
value of the tapes has been greatly
overestimated, since LC often catalogs
unusual or unique items that a typical
music library would not acquire.

The discussion group was led by Dean
In
Corwin of Trenton State College.
response to a question regarding editing of
and/or addition of control fields to
existing records, 7 of 22 respondents
reported that they consistently use the
007, 028, 033, 041, 043, 045, 047, 048, and
306 fields. Only the 028 was reported to
be used consistently by all 22 respondents.
The majority of respondents said that they
used the 007, 033, 041, 043, 045, 047, and
048 "most" of the time.
Discussion
followed regarding the concerns about the
amount of staff time devoted to editing or
adding control fields for what seems to be
limited retrieval use.
Most respondents
expressed the opinion that it still seemed
worth the immediate efforts in anticipation
of future retrieval capabilities.
A few
observations about specific control fields
were made: LC seems to be using 007
subfield c for sound recordings, whereas
the OCLC format recommends against its
use. The Universal Product Code, which is
a 10 digit code, as opposed to the
European Article Number, is entered in the
024 using first indicator 1; the EAN
cannot and should not be entered in the
024.
LC is inputting the 045 only when
the information is readily available on the
piece, and can enter only numeric dates
(subfield b); they are not able to enter
chronological codes (subfield a).
Pamela Juengling
Univ. of Massachusetts, Amherst
NATIONAL
PLAN
FOR
THE
RETROSPECTIVE CONVERSION OF MUSIC

At the

present, LC MARC music records are still
largely an unknown quantity, and only the
future will determine their ultimate effect
on music libraries.

Joan
Swanekamp
opened
her
discussion by tracing the ongm and
development of the National Plan for the
The
Retrospective Conversion of Music.
Plan originated when both MOUG/REMUS
and AMLG (Associated Music Libraries
Group) went to CLR, at about the same
time, looking for funding.
Although the
proposals were not similar, CLR saw them
as such and combined the projects, giving
funding to REMUS for NACO training and

Stephen Wright
Northern Illinois University
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to AMLG for recon.
Shortly after a meeting of ARL
libraries concerning the possibility of
retrospective conversion, CLR brought the
music library community together at the
Spring
Hill
Conference
at
Wayzata,
Minnesota.
Representatives
from
MOUG/REMUS, AMLG, OCLC, RLG, MLA,
IAML, ARSC, LC, and WLN attended this
conference in July of 1984. Papers were
presented
on
authority
work, subject
analysis, choice of entry, and post-input
as
they
related
to
authority
work
retrospective conversion.
These paper
topics and the Jutta Reed-Scott paper (see
bibliography below) were used as stepping
stones in group discussions.
One of the
principal
recommendations
of
the
conference was that an umbrella group be
formed to oversee the coordination of a
national plan for music. On September 12,
1984, the Joint Committee on Retrospective
Conversion in Music met in Washington to
formulate the Plan.
The aim of the National Plan for
Retrospective Conversion in Music, as
taken from the MOUG Newsletter (no. 27,
September
1985) is "to promote the
creation of bibliographic records for music
materials . not yet represented in the
logical national database."
The priorities for the conversion of
records, as set down in the Plan, ranked
from high priority to lowest are as
follows: 1) Printed music, recorded music,
and music in microform including serial
publications, 2) Books and serials about
music, and 3) Moving and fixed image
materials,
archival
materials
and
manuscripts.
Standards, derived largely
from the recommendations of the Spring
Hill Conference are included in the MOUG
Newsletter cited above.
It should be
noted that these standards vary from those
used for original cataloging.
A matrix, based on the RLG Music
Conspectus, was also developed by the
Joint Committee in order to minimize
duplication
and
ensure
comprehensive
coverage.
ARL is also maintaining a list
for this purpose. Problems encountered in
this area include measuring collecting
levels, deciding who to include, who should
contribute, etc.

Distribution of tapes resulting from
the
plan
will
be
exchanged
across
networks. RLG and OCLC will eventually
exchange tapes, possibly being processed
through the Library of Congress.
The idea of cooperative retrospective
conversion is that a plan such as this can
provide a standard for individual libraries
to use in conversion. It can also be used
in conjunction with proposals to funding
agencies to justify the expense involved in
authority work.
MOUG's original interest in such a
plan goes back to the formation of the
REMUS
committee.
This committee
developed
a
multi-part
program
to
encourage
retrospective
conversion and
devise a method for contributing name
authorities to the Library of Congress.
Two years ago, Rick Jones of the
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, met
with the staff at the Library of Congress.
Six months later he received NACO
trammg.
During the week prior to the
Milwaukee meeting he received independent
status. This means that he is now free to
train other music libraries to become
NACO participants. At some point in the
future, the authority records created by
these participants will be submitted to the
Library of Congress via the Linked
Systems Project.
After this survey, Joan opened the
floor to questions.
The point was made
that the matrix for sound recordings is
not based on the RLG Conspectus but on
record manufacturer's numbers.
Also
discussed was the need for the inclusion
of the cost of terminals when outlining
funding needs.
Eastman, Berkeley, and
Indiana
University's
joint
retrospective
conversion project was mentioned.
The following citations were included
on a handout distributed at the session:
Retrospective
conversion
of
music
materials: Report of meeting sponsored by
the Council on Library Resources. July 1819. 1984. Wayzata. Minnesota, compiled and
edited by Dorothy Gregor.
Washington,
D.C.: Bibliographic Services Development
Program, Council on Library Resources,
1984.
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"National
Plan
for
the
Retrospective
Conversion of Music ( 1985)" Published in:
MOUG Newsletter, MLA Newsletter, LC
Information Bulletin.
Issues in retrosoective
Reed-Scott, Jutta.
conversion: Report of a study conducted
for the Council on Library Resources with
Dorothy Gregor
and
contributions
by
Washington,
D.C.:
Charles
Payne.
Bibliographic Program, Council on Library
Resources, 1984.
Karen Dean
Indiana University

MINUTES OF THE MOUG BUSINESS
MEETING, 11 February 1986 (Milwaukee,
Wis.; 1:15 PM)

Board members present: J. Swanekamp, J.
Weidow, D. Hixon, S. Stancu (recorder)
1.

Opening remarks
Joan Swanekamp, MOUG Chairperson,
welcomed members to the annual meeting,
and thanked those people who had served
on
the
Nominations
Committee (Beth
Christensen, Chair, Joan Schuitema and
Ross Wood) and on the Program and Local
Arrangements Committees for this year's
meeting (Dawn Thistle, Chair, Marilyn
Craig, Christine Olson, and Eric Western;
Johnson
and
Rick
Jones,
local
Elly
arrangements).
Special thanks went to
Glenn Patton of OCLC for his work as
liaison to MOUG. Joan Schuitema will be
replacing him as liaison.
2.
Minutes of the 1985 Business meeting
were approved.
3.

Executive Board reports
a.
Chairperson (Joan Swanekamp)
Swanekamp
reported
that
she
attended a meeting of the OCLC Users
Council in September 1985.
She was
invited to tell them about MOUG and its
goals and objectives.
She also had an
opportunity to thank some of the OCLC
staff members for the help they have
given to us.
A brief explanation of the purpose of
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the Network Advisory Council was given.
A representative from each network was
chosen to communicate the concerns of
music users back to network staff.
The
group will be meeting later in the day and
anyone interested was invited to attend.
The
Council
will
discuss
different
approaches for the future.
New Executive Board members were
introduced:
Dean
Corwin,
Continuing
Education
Coordinator;
Pam
Juengling,
Treasurer;
Ann
McCollough,
Secretary /Newsletter Editor; Don Hixon,
Vice-Chair/Chair-Elect; Tim Robson, Chair.
b.
Secretary /Newsletter Editor (Sue
Stancu)
Stancu thanked Jay Weitz for the
reports that he has contributed to the
Newsletter, and for doing an outstanding
job of keeping the membership informed of
activities at OCLC which affect music
users.
c.
Treasurer (Judy Weidow)
Current membership stands at 535.
At the end of 1984, MOUG had a balance
of $3,775.43; balance at the end of 1985
was $4,420.33. She reminded members who
had not yet paid dues for this year to
mail them to Pam Juengling.
Education
d.
Continuing
Coordinator (Don Hixon)
Hixon reported that 75 people had
registered for the meeting: 56 paid, and 19
speakers who received free registration
and lunch. A total of $2,242.00 has been
received
for
meeting
registrations,
including lunch.
4.

Committee reports

OMRAC (Ann McCollough)
members of the group are
Barbara Strauss (University of WisconsinMadison), Eric Western (University of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee),
Nancy
Mosley
(University of North Carolina-Charlotte),
Dean Corwin
(Trenton State College),
Kathryn Burnett (Smith College), Richard
Smiraglia (University of Illinois), Bonlyn
Hall (University of Richmond), and Ann
McCollough (Eastman School of Music).
A total of 271 database records were
analyzed in 1985.
OMRAC
committee
members
met
a.

Current

previously to discuss the future of the
group. Several former members who have
gained Enhance status have dropped out.
The group will be working with Jay Weitz
to
investigate a special Enhance-type
status.
Anyone who is interested in
participating in OMRAC should contact
Ann McCollough.
Union List of Serials Committee
b.
(Ellen Rappaport)
Only fifteen responses were received
was
to
the
committee's survey
that
published in the May 1985 Newsletter--too
In general
few to draw any conclusions.
the response was supportive.
Rappaport
encouraged members who may be interested
in a music union list to complete the
survey questionnaire and return it.
A brief review of the responses
OCLC has not yet
received was given.
provided a mechanism for sorting by the
4-character
holdings
symbol.
This
programming is expected to be part of the
Oxford Project.
The work of the Union
List committee may be put on hold until
this capability is made available.
REMUS/NACO (Swanekamp)
c.
The committee had been chaired by
Rick Jones, who was not able to attend
this
business
meeting.
Swanekamp
announced that last week Jones had
achieved independent status as a NACO
participant.
He is now free to begin
trammg other participants, as soon as
financing can be arranged.
The Board will again consider forming
another REMUS/NACO committee. Persons
interested in serving on such a committee
should contact either Swanekamp or Tim
Robson.
Ad-hoc Committee on Academic
d.
Library Needs (Swanekamp)
The committee's report appeared in
the December 1985 issue of the Newsletter.
Ad-hoc
Online
Systems
e.
Committee (Swanekamp)
Don Green, who had previously
chaired this committee, has resigned. The
Board would like to see this committee
continue, retammg the original members
and perhaps adding a few more.
Anyone
interested in participating should contact
The committee's
Swanekamp or Robson.
charge was to identify online systems,

both
online
systems, that
needs.

catalogs
and
circulation
could accommodate music

New Business
a.
OLAC liaison
Swanekamp met with the OLAC
(Online A- V Catalogers) Board at the last
They are
ALA mid-winter meeting.
interested in identifying someone who
would serve as a liaison between MOUG
and OLAC by attending both meetings and
exchanging reports. The MOUG Board has
decided to try the idea. Anyone who does
attend both meetings and would be willing
to
serve
as
liaison
should
contact
Swanekamp or Robson.
1987 meeting
b.
MLA is planning to meet in Eugene,
Oregon next February.
There have been
some
reservations
about
this
because
MOUG does not have a large membership
Discussion
from the West and Northwest.
on the site for the next meeting followed.
There
were
no strong objections to
meeting with MLA. Also, a large number
of those present indicated that they would
attend should MOUG decide to meet
separately from MLA. The MOUG Board
will decide on the location at this
evening's Board meeting.
Other
c.
Ralph Papakhian moved that MOUG
adopt the following resolution.
The
motion was seconded by Barbara Strauss
and approved.
Text of the resolution
follows:
5.

Whereas, December 16, 1985, was not
of
Beethoven's
only
the
celebration
birthday, but also the occasion for the
loading of LC Music MARC tapes in the
OCLC Online Union Catalog, and
Whereas, the loading of LC Music
MARC tapes in the Online Union Catalog
brings
music
cataloging
into
the
mainstream of bibliographic control and
constitutes a major step in automation for
the processing of music materials, and
Whereas, the encouragement by the
Music OCLC Users Group with the
assistance of Glenn Patton, Jay Weitz, Tom
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Sanville, and other OCLC staff has led to
this implementation,
Be it resolved, that this 1986 Annual
Meeting of the Music OCLC Users Group
expresses its sincere appreciation to the
Online
Computer
Library
Center
for
implementing the Music MARC format and
loading LC Music MARC tapes.
Joan
Swanekamp
thanked
the
membership for its support over the past
two years.
Meeting adjourned at I:45 PM.
Sue Ellen Stancu, Secretary
CORRESPONDENCE FROM OCLC
Just in time for 215th anniversary of
the birth of Ludwig van Beethoven on
December 16, 1985, OCLC loaded 8,321
machine-readable records for scores and
sound recordings into the Online Union
Catalog.
These records had been created
by the Library of Congress beginning in
March 1984, as the result of their Music
Online project, which automated the LC
Music Section's Cataloging of scores and
recordings.
With the replacement of a
subsequent faulty tape, some I ,864 more
records were loaded the first weekend in
March, bringing us up-to-date as of this
wntmg.
It is expected that OCLC will
receive and load these monthly tapes from
LC on a regular basis.
Once LC had completed its lengthy
process of creating and distributing these
"LC Music" records, OCLC had to develop
a means by which they could be run
against the Online Union Catalog and
loaded with a minimum of duplication and
The various matching algorithms
errors.
for
LC
Books,
Maps,
and
in
use
Audiovisual
(Films)
records
were
inadequate to handle the complexities of
the two music formats.
Constructing an algorithm sensitive
enough to distinguish among the various
physical formats for sound recordings and
the numerous musical presentation formats
for scores was an exacting and time-

consuming process, taking up a good deal
of 1985.
As many of you have noticed,
the algorithm was sometimes too exacting,
failing to recognize as duplicates records
that any music cataloger would see were
the same.
Although a match can be foiled at
any of more than a dozen points of
comparison between an incoming LC Music
record and an OLUC record, most of the
missed matches seem to concentrate in
three areas.
The differences themselves
are attributable to many causes including
the respective idiosyncrasies of OCLC and
of
LC's
internal
system,
divergent
interpretations of cataloging rules, and
other issues of cataloger's judgment.
The Music Publisher's Number, the
028
field,
is
the
first
area
of
concentration.
Because LC's system and
OCLC's system have differing capabilities
regarding both indexing of and note
028
field,
LC
generation
from
the
catalogers and OCLC users may often input
This
multiple 028's in different orders.
will prevent matching of records, for only
the first 028 is compared in the matching
Only
the
first
028
is
algorithm.
considered for reasons that should be
readily apparent: to prevent false matches
between the record for a score and record
for its parts, or between a record for an
LP disc and one for a cassette where one
or the other has an "also issued as" note
and corresponding 028 field, to mention
only two instances.
Transcription of the publisher's name
is the second area of concentration. Until
we are able to incorporate into the
algorithm some form of publisher name
stoplist and/or a table of equivalence, no
amount of fine tuning will match the
character strings "Edition Kunzelmann" and
"Kunzelmann" or "Peters" and "Edition
Peters".
The third area is title transcription,
including the choice of cover or caption
title in the absence of a title page, the
decision to include such things as dates
and instrumentation as part of the title or
as a note, and subfielding practice,
including decisions as to what constitutes
"other title information".
Enhance libraris have been diligent in
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reporting duplicates, so much so that I
have been unable to keep up with their
reports in spite of the high priority that
Online Data Quality Control Section places
on such duplicate reports from Enhance
libraries.
Still, in preparation for Oxford,
ODQCS has now expanded the types of
duplicates that all members may report,
just as we have been devoting ever more
time to resolving them. ODQCA will now
accept from
iill members: LC-MARC
records duplicating member input (including
Encoding
Level:J);
0-level
records
duplicating bibliographic records; records
with "Do not use" notes in fields other
than 043; duplicates with no holdings and
no
"Do
not
use"
note;
tape-loaded
duplicates (Encoding Level: L); and KSU
special collection duplicates (with notes
about
binding
characteristics
such
as
"Bound in blue cloth with gold lettering").
The form to be used can be found in
Cataloging: User Manual.
The reports
should be sent frequently so that they are
current and we prefer that they be sent
directly to ODQCA to prevent delays at
the networks.
Reports for different
formats should be on separate forms and
should be labeled as to format; printouts
are helpful but not mandatory.
Please
consult the Appendix to Bibliographic Input
Standards to be sure that records are true
duplicates.
So far this fiscal year through the
end of February, ODQCA has deleted
25,151 duplicate records via 22,094 merge
It should also be
holdings commands.
mentioned that despite the exactitude of
the matching algorithms for music, 2,975
of the 10,185 LC records loaded replaced
member input, 29.2%.
In spite of Milwaukee's February
weather, the MOUG meeting was warm and
fruitful as well as interesting. As always,
it was good to meet many of you for the
first time and to renew old acquaintances.
In an update to my report on Enhance, be
aware that there are now over 21,000

Enhanced music records in the OLUC, as
of March 1. Most of the new third round
libraries have been monitored and approved
for independent work.
The rejuggling of
pnonttes in ODQCA due to work on
Oxford has convinced us that we need to
wait until summer at the earliest before
we contemplate a full fourth round .
In
the meantime, some special retrospective
conversion projects and our own OMRAC
group, among others, are being considered
for a sort of "mini-round" of evaluations.
Because
of
the
aforementioned
of
ODQCS
priorities,
the
reshuffling
following list of recent OLUC changes is
much shorter than usual. New capabilities
under Oxford are expected to greatly ease
the burden of such changes and allow us
to keep up with them more closely.
Of
course, the Authority File should always
be consulted, as it is an ever-changing
entity and the forms of names and uniform
titles as well as the lists of NAF, ARN,
and MCB references are not necessarily
complete.
If
we
have
missed
or
incorrectly
converted
some
headings,
please inform us through the usual change
request route.
Jay Weitz
OCLC

FROM THE EDITOR
Contributions to the newsletter are
always welcome. If you have an idea for
an article or suggestions for
future
changes or improvements, please let me
know.
With a change in officers comes a
certain amount of confusion. Please check
your mailing label to
be sure the
information on it is correct. It would also
be helpful if personal members could check
the label on their institution's copy and
report any discrepancies to Pam Juengling.
Ann McCollough

A list of OLUC changes and the OMRAC annual report follow.
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Name
UT or Change
NAF Number
ARN
MCB Refs

Flds

Abravanel, Maurice, 1903(correct AACR2 form)
82101126
797687
21
Antoniou, Theodore, 1938(correct AACR2 form)
84217203
1228502
73
Bo y c e , Wi ll i am , 1 7 11 - 1 7 7 9 .
(correct AACR2 form)
81022393
568195
115
Bulow, Hans von, 1830 - 1894 .
. (correct AACR2 form)
50056208
90905
88
Cram ~.! r,

J. B. (Johann Baptist), 1771 -1 858.
( correct AACR2 form)
80138516
518766
67

Dall'Abaco, Evaristo Felice, 1675-1742
( correct AACR2 form)
82083388
780077
28
Fuller-Maitland, J. A. (John Alexand e r), 1856-1936.
( correct AACR2 form)
80004263
386913
27
Howe, Mary, 1882 - 1964.
(correct AACR2 form)
84212980
1298069
30
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Landini, Francesco, ca. 1325-1397.
(correct AACR2 form)
82003139
700477
41
Muller-ZUrich, Paul.
(correct AACR2 form)
83130532
963747
24
Presser, William, 1916(co r rect AACR2 form)
81035966
581613
78
Reincken, Johann Adam, 1623-1722.
(correct AACR2 form)
83189425
1005102
16
Rheinberger, Josef, 1839-1901
(correct AACR2 form)
81023166
568960
137
Russell, George, 1923(correct AACR2 form)
85091661
1382427
36
Sammlung musikwissenschaftlicher Abhandlungen (Valentin Koerner ..
(correct AACR2 form)
42021651
20157
69
Tommas i ni, Anthony C.
(correct AACR2 form)
85000765
1298612
16:12:3
2
Vento, Marc, 1936(correct AACR2 form)
79115721
347454
16:12:3
4
Yeston , Maury.
(correct AACR2 form)
84088373
1118700
16:12:3
8
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OMRAC 1985

A total of 271 data base records were analyzed during 1985. This marks a
decrease of 180% over 1984, when 488 records were analyzed. Of the 271, 7 (3%)
were scores (7% in 1984) and 264 (97%) were sound recordings (93% in 1984)
The 264 bibliographic records for sound recordings represented 241 discs or
sets issued by 98 companies. Of the 98 companies:

55 (56.1%) are represented by 1 entry only
17
6
4
2
2
2
2
I
I
I
I
I
I

(I 9.3%) are
(6.1%) are
(4%)
are
(2%)
are
(2%)
are
(2%)
are
(2%)
are
(I%)
are
(I%)
are
(I%)
are
(I%)
are
(I%)
are
(I%)
are

represented by 2 entries only (75% of all entries to here)
represented by 3 entries only
represented by 4 entries only (85% of all entries to here)
represented by 5 entries only
represented by 6 entries only
represented by 7 entries only
represented by 8 entries only
represented by 9 entries only
represented by 10 entries only
represented by 12 entries only
represented by 13 entries only
represented by 16 entries only
represented by 24 entries only

24 entries: EMI
16 entries: London
13 entries: Angel
12 entries: Deutsche Grammophon
10 entr ies: Musical Heritage Society
9 entries: RCA
The 137 single
7 entries:
6 entries:
4 entries:
3 entries:

composer collections represented 77 composers.
Bach, Chopin, Vivaldi
Mozart, R. Strauss
Debussy, Weber, Schubert
Brahms, Joplin, Rossini, Sousa

Of the 271 data base records that were analyzed, I 43 (52.8%) were original
input and 128 (47 .2%) were updates.
Division of labor:
GZM37
GZN61
~KM13

NJT 13
RES 7
SNN 118
UIU 7
UUM9
VRU6

13.6%
22.5%
4.7%
4.7%
2.5%
43.5%
2.5%
3.3%
2.2%

(5.3% in 1984)
(13.3% in 1984)
(1.2% in 1984)
(I 7% in I 984)
(23.7% in 1984)
(0% in 1984)
(13.1% in 1984)
(2.6% in 1984)
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OMRAC MASTER LIST 1985
The following is a list of bibliographic records on OCLC containing analytic added
entries. Entries preceded by a "+" indicate scores; the remainder are sound recordings. The
list includes publisher/label name and number, title, composer, OCLC number, and LC card
number when available.
+Chester JWC 55159
+Garland Pub.
+Garland Pub.
+Garland Pub.
+Panton P2267
+Presser 410-41250
+Schott GA 477
1750 Arch S-1801
Acanta 40.23.274
Acanta 40.23.508
Acanta 40.23.509
Acanta 40.23.539
Acanta 40.29.401
Acanta EA 21.814
A fka Records S 4686
Angel 35023
Angel 35348
Angel 35890
Angel 36041
Angel 36602
Angel 38161
Angel COLH 117
Angel COLH 138
Angel DS 38170
Angel DS 38180
Angel DS-38064
Angel DS- 38256
Angel S36434
Arabesque 8137-3
Arabesque 8145-3
Archiv 2533 381
Archiv 41 0 706- 1
Archiv 413 638-2
Archiv Produktion 410 656-1
Arion ARN 38733
ASV DCA 523
Audio Village 7289
Audio Village RR-42210
Bainbridge
Bainbridge BT -6251
Biograph BLP 1006Q
Biograph BLP 1013
Biograph BLP 1014

Guitar duets from the renaissance
11362771
Symphony in France, 1730-1790 11448053
Symphony and overture in Great Britain 10872933 83-20758
Three symphonies I Asplmayr
11707461 84-759658
Nuove composizioni per organo : 6
12725534
Women composers of ragtime
11714696
Drei stucke I Johann Kaspar Mertz
8944264
Music of Charles Seeger
11254430 83-743234
12766742
Werke fur Violoncello und Klavier
Hirt auf dem Felsen 12756968
Auf dem Meere meiner Seele/ Alexander Zemlinsky 10622 839
Lieder I Korngold
12576065
Opern-Gala I Julia Migenes-Johnson 12935330
Sonaten I Debussy
12008832
Lieder of Alma Mahler and Julie Nunlist
12316318
Song recital by Elizabeth Schwarzkopf 2739340 ra55-189
11482988
Malcuzynski encores I Witold Malcuzynski
Overtures I Rossini
10566652 r61-40 1
Parkening plays Bach
3243661
79-751868
Piano music of Francis Poulenc
3726921
72-750234
Gavrilov plays Scriabin
11714631
5298505
r61-257
Songs & arias
Maggie Teyte, French songs
3383275
r64-1516
Perfect stranger I Frank Zappa
11295428
11811037 84-743296
Concert & opera arias I Mozart
Baroque cantatas & concertos
12566742 85-743118
Songs I R. Strauss
12801072
Opera arias I Schwarzkopf
4218316
Schubert and Schnabel, v. ! / Schubert 12084061 83-74307 2
Schubert and Schnabel, v. 2/ Schubert 12084079 83-7433 29
Lieder I Carl Maria von Weber 4559220
Chromatic fantasy & fugue ... I Bach
12305959
Orgelwerke I J.S. Bach
12150226
12652314
Chaconne ; Suites I Handel
Richard Wagner a Paris
12169424
4 concertos for violins & recorders/ Harvey Richard
12250912
12th International Horn Workshop, June 14-20, 1981
12151012
13th International Horn Workshop, June 21-27, 1981
12150939
10198241
Stars and stripes forever I Sousa
11887040
Marching along with John Philip Sousa
Scott Joplin, 1916
11606330
74-750253
1961646
Entertainer I Scott Joplin
74 -75025~
3409892
Elite syncopations I Scott Joplin
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Bis LP-133
Bis LP-171
Bis LP-204
Bis LP-255
Bis LP-290
Brewster BR-1295
Camerata CMT -1072
Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
MVC 1005
Capitol SP 8688
CBS 37297
CBS 79355
CBS IM 39210
CBS 12M 39746
CBS M3 37856
CBS M3-39246
CBS M39315
CBS S61987
Centaur CRC 1003
Centaur CRC 1011
Cetra 50.019
Chandos ABRD 11 00
Chandos CHAN 8305
Claves CLA D 511
Colonial Williamsburg Foundation
ws 105
Columbia M2Q889
Columbia M2S 728
Columbia MG 31155
Columbia MG 32308
Columbia MS 6615
Coronet LPS 3031
Coronet LPS 3127
CRI 1042
CRI ACS 6001
CRI ACS 6005
CRI ACS 6006
CRJ ACS 6009
CRI SD 227
CRI SD 504
Crystal S 225
Crystal S 258
Crystal S 335
Crystal S 500
Da Camera Magna SM 93808
Dennis James Productions DJP-1 07
Den on OX- 7159ND/69
Desto DC 7197-7198
Desto DC 7210
Deutsche Grammophon 2530 659
Deutsche Grammophon 2531 331

Diego Blanco plays music for the guitar I Sor 6985234
Scandinavian moods for flute, horn and piano I Per Oien
8495672
Horn & piano I Lanzky-Otto
11678898
12743715
Music for the guitar I Ponce
Complete works for Italian lute of his period/Vivaldi
12743537
Recital music for saxophone
12212012 78-750956
Selected works of J.M. Sperger
11975213
Golden age of the saxophone 12731425 83-751436
Fritz Wunderlich, tenor
11554409
9188102
Gloria
11219825
Song cycles I Mahler
Zarzuela arias and duets
12012157
Sonatas & partita for flute I J.S. Bach
12815363
Six Haydn string quartets I Mozart
12222667
Piano concertos nos. 16-21 I Mozart
12435101
Portrait of Frederica von Stade
12426613
Classic Cole
11507438
Rossini- Don izetti collection
12948445
Songs of Brahms and Copland I William Parker 11801897
Mozartiana I W.A. Mozart 7815725
11963095
Rhapsodie I Janet Hilton
12575936
Clarinet concerto I Weber
Recital : Fantasien
11646965 83-750821
Concert of eighteenth century music 2693238
74-762189
11946599
Horowitz in concert
Horowitz at Carnegie Hall
4864418
r65-2388
American album 3943513
79-752806
73-750377
Respighi album 6019482
4559788
r64-1255
Music of jubilee I J.S. Bach
12223294
Rascher Saxophone Ensemble, v. 2
Music by women composers, v. 3 I Sharon Mabry 11957702
Scandinavian serenade
11615346 83-751036
12187994
Music of Harry Partch
12188013
Music of Henry Cowell
12187987
Music of Lou Harrison
12187980
Music of Virgil Thomson
Music for electronic & older instruments 4026858 68-860
Chronicles I Seymour Shifrin
12627986
Music for 2 seasons
844 7719
81-7 50438
Soni Ventorum Wind Quintet
12757023
Melvin Warner, clarinet
12766814
Concerto for saxophone and orchestra I John Rodby
1069745 73-750053
11605871
Paul Hindemith Bratschenkammermusik II
Classic theatre organ I Dennis James 11854779
12211890
K laviermusik der neuen Wiener Schute
8454200
Baroque festival
Music of the Italian baroque
12578283
77-760380
Polonaisen I Chopin 3298159
11274794
Franzosische Orchesterstucke
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Deutsche Grammophon 2741 003
Deutsche Grammophon 413 455-1
Deutsche Grammophon 413 455-1
Deutsche Grammophon 413 455-1
Deutsche Grammophon 413 667-1
Deutsche Grammophon 413-311
Deutsche Grammophon SLPM 139 304
Deutsche Grammophon SLPX 136 463
Deutsche Harmonia Mundi
DMR 102511027
Deutsche Harmonia Mundi
DMR 102811030
Discophilia DIS 13IKG-P-8
Dynamic DS 4021 I 4023
EMI 3C 153 0537901B
EMI 3C 153 53540156
EMI 3C 153 53540156
EMI His Master's Voice RLS 1436203
EMI His Master's Voice RLS 1436203
EMI KS 1001
EMI Svenska C 153 35350
EMI Svenska C 153 35350
EMI Svenska C 153 35351
EMI Svenska C 153 35351
EMI Svenska C 153 35352
EMI Svenska C 153 35352
EMI Svenska C 153 35353
EMI Svenska C 153 35353
EMI Svenska C 153 35354
EMI Svenska C 153 35354
EMI Svenska C 153 35355
EMI Svenska C 153 35355
EMI Svenska C 153 35356
EMI Svenska C 153 35356
EMI Svenska C 153 35357
EMI Svenska C 153 35357
EMI Svenska C 153 35358
EMI Svenska C 153 35358
Epic BC 1363
Erato ECD 88018
Etcetera ETC 1026
Etcetera ETC 1029
Eurodisc 200 841
Everest 3061
Fanfare DFL 6005
Firebird K28C-245
Focus 821
Gallo 30-151
Golden Crest RE- 7107
GSS Recordings GSS I 03
H & L Records HL 80884-S
H & L Records HL 80885

Walzer, Polkas, Marsche, OuvertureniJohann Strauss
8354214
Lieder, sides 1-2 I R. Strauss
12048186
Lieder, sides 3-4 I R. Strauss
12048306
Lieder, sides 5-6 I R. Strauss
12049656
Lyric pieces I Grieg
11810950
Lieder I Brahms
11714520
Nicanor Zabeleta, Harfe
5854107
Overturen I Carl Maria von Weber 4155644 r64-2335
Zeitgenossische Musik in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland.
11448205
9, 1970-1980
Zeitgenossische Musik in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland.
10, 1970-1980 11460303
LilyPons 1181217
Trio n. 1 in fa dies is maggiore 1 Franck
11682409
12084093
Alfred Cortot, v. 2 I Schumann
Alfred Cortot, v. 1 (sides 1-8) I Chopin
12280154
Alfred Cortot, v. 1 (sides 9-14) I Chopin
12280051
Walter Gieseking plays Debussy, Ravel. Sides 1-2 11678959
Walter Gieseking plays Debussy, Ravel. Sides 3-4 11682723
lOth anniversary concert I King's Singers
12077632
Svensk operaantologi. Side 1
11489943
Svensk operaantologi. Side 2
11505098
Svensk operaantologi. Side 3
11505098
Svensk operaantologi. Side 4
11464813
Svensk operaantologi. Side 5
11464942
Svensk operaantologi. Side 6
11478588
Svensk operaantologi. Side 7
11475162
Svensk operaantologi . Side 8
11475309
Svensk operaantologi. Side 9
11478527
Svensk operaantologi. Side 10
11748470
Svensk operaantologi. Side II
11478880
Svensk operaantologi. Side 12
11478952
Svensk operaantologi. Side 13
11475217
Svensk operaantologi. Side 14
11489767
Svensk operaantologi. Side 15
11489988
Svensk operaantologi. Side 16
11489970
Svensk operaantologi. Side 17
11489821
Svensk operaantologi. Side 18
11489839
German music for harpsichord and clavichord
6946611
r67-3168
Jean Philippe Rameau
12376836
Melodies I Debussy
12306214
Yvonne Kenny, recital at Wigmore Hall
12495041
9999405
Ausgewah1te Lieder I R. Strauss
Memorial album I Dohnanyi
3224849
Melodies francaises I Landry
11750482
22975172
Apres un reve I Gary Karr
In memorian Jason Paras
10041259
Duo vocale
11855638
11975127
New horizons I Jeff Bradetich
11836601
Elliott Carter, Choral music
Gems of the concert band , v. 3
11693549
11844354
Gems of the concert band, v. 4
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Harmonia
Harmonia
Harmonia
Harmonia
Harmonia

Mundi
Mundi
Mundi
Mundi
Mundi

1C 157 1695013
1C 157 1695013
1C 157 1695013
HM 1006
HM 1011

Harmonia Mundi HMC 1138
Harmonia Mundi HMC 1158
HMV Greens1eeve ESD 70 12
Hungaroton HCD 12468-2
Hungaroton SLPX 12410112
Impromptu SM 192913
Kosei Pub. Co., KOR-8103
Laurel LR 126
Lebendige Vergangenheit LV -1311
Le bendige Vergangenhei t LV -1313
London 410 180-2
London 410 290/2
London C76707
London CLP.345
London CS 5360
London CS 6744
London CS 6791
London LDR 71093
London LH 410-278-1
London LL 358
London LP 345
London OS 26088189
London OS 36087
London OSA 12101
London STS 15031
London STS 15587
Lyrichord LL 156
Lyrichord LLST 7156
MCA Records DSL 75323
MMG MCD I 00003
MRF Records MRF 126-S
Musical Heritage Society
MHS 3141/2
Musical Heritage Society MHS 1076
Musical Heritage Society MHS 1309
Musical Heritage Society
MHS 42314, 1884
Musical Heritage Society MHS 4590
Musical He ritage Society MHS 4827
Musical Heritage Society MHS 4980
Musical Heritage Society
MHS 7011/13
Musical Hf itage Society MHS 780S

Sequentia - trouveres. Sides 1-2
11534578
Sequentia - trouveres. Sides 3-4
11534553
Sequentia - trouveres. Sides 5-6
11534571
Medieval English music
10422537
Duetti, lamenti & madrigaliiD'India 6237713
79-61285
Melodies sur des poemes de Victor Hugo
12862918
Oeuvres pour clavecin I Purcell
12815327
Waltzes and polkas I Waldteufel
11521388 78-763458
Symphony no. 49 in F minor I Haydn 12654199
Kodaly conducts Kodaly
9708784
Trompete und Orgel 1260 1095
Frederic Fennell and Tokyo Wind Ensemble
11810745
String quartet no. 2 I Ernest Bloch 11168835
84-743017
A ureliano Pertile IV
II 701 063
Tino Pattiera III
1170 1114
Favorite Chopin
11471181
Stars & stripes I Sousa
12208908
Viennese New Year's concert
4105347
73-762155
6330220
Operatic recital by Anton Dermota
Operetta recital by Hilde Gueden
11554415
Richard Bonynge conducts music from French opera
4325285
New Year in Vienna 4105363
74-750035
Piano music, vol. VI I Chopin
10362742
Piano works I F. Mompou 11466546
Famous overtures I Rossini
8809280
Lieder recital by Anton Dermota
6530204
Covent Garden Opera anniversary album
7951378
Verdi and Donizetti arias
319930 I
72-760318
Cavalleria rusticana I P. Mascagni
9167045
Music of Berioz
4060294
77-763242
Teleman concertos
12659130
Madrigals, motets and anthems I W. Byrd
5789003
Madrigals, motets and anthems 1 W. Byrd
4382241 ra68-19
3237809
Heavy organ I J.S. Bach
Ivan Moravec plays Debussy
12112435
Heriodiade I Massenet
7458378
Robert Stolz conducts Strauss I Johann
Strauss 4063163 75-750911
Six concertos for woodwinds, strings, and continuo I
Vivaldi
43 19473
71-751480
Works for piano and for clarinet and piano I C.M.
von Weber 4357165
79-752996
Keyboard music, v. 1-2 I Hindemith 4721630 71-752315
Missa Regina coeli I Jacobus de Kerle 9077722 82-743195
Glories of Tudor church music I Thomas Tallis 10409515
83-743185
Missa vivat Felix Hercules I Cipriano de Rore 11583396
84- 743185
Symphonic poems I Dvorak 11968595 84-743239
Cantata no.l9,40,50/ Bach 4179984 r67-3656
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Musical Heritage Society MHS 824717 Orchestral music I Tchaikovsky 9688729 83-743017
New World NW 321
Albany Symphony Orchestra
11490556 84-743273
Nonesuch H-1055
Symphony no. 6 in D major ... 1 Haydn 2756047 r66-664
Nonesuch H71363
English lute
5506873
79-750229
N. Arkansas Sym. Orch. Rec. WGS 001 William Grant Still, 895-1978 11855644
Northeastern NR 217
Sweethearts 1 A. Sullivan
12948546
Northeastern NR 222
Bauer, Beach, Boulanger, Chaminade, Tailleferre 12935193
OASI 608
Maria Barrientos v. 4 and Luisa Tetrazzini v. 2 12576174
Odeon QALP 5345
Arturo Benedetti Michelangeli
11802894
Odeon QALP 5363
Iva Pacetti, soprano
12654425
Odyssey Y31153
Lily Pons, soprano
4143954
70-752801
Piano sonatas, v. 3 I Beethoven
8857765
Oiseau Lyre D184 D3
Oiseau Lyre D185 D3
Piano sonatas, v. 4 I Beethoven
10899717
Oiseau Lyre D183 D3
Piano sonatas, v. 2 I Beethoven
10784678
Oiseau Lyre DSLO 537
Symphoniae sacrae II, 1615/ G . Gabrieli 4899876 78-762918
Oiseau Lyre DSLO 544
Concertos I Vivaldi
5882201
79-760598
Oiseau Lyre DSLO 574
Dialogues, psalms & elegies I W. Lawes
7641532
Oiseau Lyre DSLO 577
Secular music I Matteo da Perugia
8272378
Oiseau Lyre 414 173-1
Theatre music, vol. VII I Purcell
12746444
Opal 804
Joachim and Sarasate
11479238
Opal 812-813
Moriz Rosenthal
12935612
Opal 826-827
Pagliacci ; Operatic recital I Leoncavallo
12948489
Orion ORS 83459
8 nocturnes I F. Poulenc
10873687 83-743151
Orion ORS 84468
Borschel Ensemble
11474723 83-743254
Orion ORS 85482
Lieder I Brahms
11589337
Pathe Marconi 2 C 063-31.346
Pieces pour le piano I H. Villa-Lobos
11463275
Pearl SHE 569
Music for double bass and guitar
10205283
An die Musik I Schubert
11428778
Philips 400 037-2
Philips 411 035-2
9 concertos I Vivaldi
12191055
Philips 411 126
Konzerte fur violoncello, Streicher und continuo/ Vivaldi
11678713
Wind music I Beethoven
4328782
77-762126
Philips 9500 087
Los Romeros
6338269
Philips 9500 536
Sechs Streichquartette Joseph Haydn gewidmet/Mozart
Philips S-C 71 AX 30 1
4374816 75-7616
Agnes Giebel live
11679079
Polyphonia POL-63003
Konzert auf Schloss Grafenegg
12727268
Preiserrecords SPR 3270
Ausgewahlte Lieder I F. Schubert
4992037
Preiser SPR 3288
Serenate
11979654
Pro Arte PAD-133
10399642
Music of the grand salon
Pro Arte PAD-135
Sonata in A for violin and piano I Franck
11955355
Pro Arte PAD-178
Taylor & Boody, opus 7, 1983
11995052
Raven Recordings OAR 110
Canon of the three stars I Isao Tomita
11416490
RCA ARL 5184
Operatic arias
57 46165
r59-186
RCA LM 2286
Hakan Hagegard sings Lieder of Strauss and Wolf 1171421 2
RCA Red Seal ARC 1-5320
Six violin concertos I Vivaldi
12600598
RCA Red Seal ARC 1-5013
Konzerte und konzertante Satze auf Originalinstrumenten/
RCA Red Seal RL 30423
Mozart 11600761
German requiem ; songs of Brahms 1 Brahms
114951 70
RCA Victor ARC 2-5002
Heart of the ballet I Leopold Stokowski
7801523
RCA Victor LM 1083
Favorite dances and marches
3178479
r64-623
RCA Victor LSC 2744
10604511
Waltzes I Chopin
RCA Victor TR3 5013
Overtures I Rossini
5593742
R ichmond B 19058
Encores for orchestra
11520415
Richmond B19030
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Saga Haydn 2
Sefel SEFD 5036
Seraphim S60185
Seraphim S60212
Seraphim S60253
Signum SIG 008-00
Soundmark
Spectrum SR 190
Spectrum SR 191
Spectrum SR 193
Spectrum SR 195
Stichting voor en met Orgen
6812 059
Stichting voor en met Orgen
6812 884
Stichting voor en met Orgen
6814 659
Stichting voor en mit Orgen
6812 430
Telefunken SAWT 9547
Titanic TI 7
Titanic TI 5
Titanic TI 9
U.S. Army Field Band
Unicorn-Kanchana DKP 9035
Univ. of Illinois
U. of Wis.- Madison 580-1064-4241 S
11900482
Vanguard VCS 10083
Vanguard VSD 1086
Venetia A DVG
Vox Cum Laude D- VXL-9058
Vox Cum Laude VCL 9074
Vox D- VCL 9059
Vox Turnabout DT 4806
Washington Records WR 409
Wergo WER 60064
Westminster SL 5269

9530270
Morzin symphonies, v. 2 I Haydn
Romantic cello I Rolston
12743568
Music of Delius 3245971
71-765799
6850097
Music of Delius album 2
Claire de lune I Debussy
3063453
Franzosische Music fur Klarinette und Klavier 12766873
11156875
Imagination & beyond
Retrospective, 1949-1981 ILejaren Arthur Hiller 11605840
84-743314
Organ anthology I Jehan Alain
11605811 84-743315
UnknownDvorakl2618731 84-743317
Composers Consortium
12320214 84-743373
67
Kees Rosenhart bespeelt het Friederichs-Orgen
12001543
Kees Rosenhart bespeelt het Kabinetorgen van het Coin
Cuserhuis 12021054
Kees Rosenhart bespeelt het Orgen van de N.H. Kirk te
Spaand
11887082
Kees Rosenhart speelt clavecimbel 11148183
Kammermusik des jungen Beethoven auf
Originalins truments, um 1792-1800 3931260 73-761565
Music for solo recorder, v. 1
11693436
3466962
Baroque guitar and lute
German brass music , 1500-1700 8875549
Happy holidays f rom the U.S. Army Field Band
10338768
French songs
11606127
In celebration of the 25th anniversary ... 11615916
84-743210
Univ. of Wisconsin-Madison concert choir, 1974-1975
Music from the court of Mantua I Giaches de Wert 877437
Best loved German songs I Erich K unz
528561 5
Ghirlande sacre, ghir1ande profane I Monteverdi 12710802
Concerto rondo ; four orchestral pieces I Jacques
Offenbach 11695869
Six sonatas for cello & harpsichord I Vivaldi 11801516
10684954
Ivan Moravec plays Chopin
Spotlight on guitar
12649667
3507221
Biblical sonatas I J. Kuhnau
Hans Eisler
6800550
78-760299
Four tone poems for orchestra I F. Liszt
5805753
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Music OCLC Users Group
APPLICATION FOR NEW MEMBERS
Personal membership is $5.00; Institutional membership is $10 . 00 ($15.00 outside
the U.S.). Membership includes subscription to the Newsletter. Xew members
receive all Newsletters for the year, and any mailings from date of membership
through Decemb e r (issues are mailed on receipt of dues payment) . Personal
members please prefer home address . Institutional members, please note four line,
twenty four chara c ter per line limit.
NAJ.'l.E
MAILING ADDRESS

TELEPHONE

(

ext.

~EH.JORK

INSTITUTIONAL
AFFILIATION
BILLI:-JG ADDRESS

Check one:
Enclosed is a check for membership dues:

Please bill (Institutions only)

$5.00

Pers 0nal

$10.00

Insti:uti o:1 al

$15.00

Institutional (outside U.S.)

Are you presently a member of the Music Library Association?
yes

no

Please complete form and enclose check payable to MUSIC OCLC CSERS GROCP to:
Pamela Juengling
Treasurer, Music OCLC Users Group
Music Library FAC 149
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA 01003
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